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Interview with Ron Walden of Rozell Testing Laboratories, LLC

Time of accident: 12/14/04 at approximately 3:30pm-3:45pm.

Project: Site work for new Walgreen's Drug Store

Location: Intersection of Fremont Ave. and Republic Road in Springfield, Missouri

Type of Accident: Troxler nuclear density gauge Model 3440 damaged by dozer

Mr. Ron Walden of Rozell Testing Laboratories, LLC had stopped construction
equipment traffic in the area of test pit No. 6 in order to perform nuclear density tests.
Mr. Walden informed the contractors that construction traffic could not come within
fifteen feet of the equipment because the tests would be disturbed in addition to the risk
of damaging the nuclear density gauge. The dozer was parked approxmately forty to fifty
feet northeast of test pit No. 6 facing south towards the pit. Test pit No. 6 is
approximately four feet wide by eight feet long and three feet deep. After completing
density tests in the pit, Mr. Walden placed the probe in the safe position, removed the
gauge from the pit, and set the gauge adjacent to the southeast corner of the pit.

Mr. Walden called the general contractor and excavating contractor's personnel over to
discuss the type of material encountered and results from the density tests. Mr. Walden
recommended the removal of approximately fourteen to eighteen inches of material and
recommended that the removed material could be used in excavated foundation pit
directly east of test pit No. 6.

The dozer operator left the meeting while Mr. Walden and the contractor continued to
discuss the types of material being transported to the site. Mr. Walden and the contractor
walked around to the north side of test pit No. 6 to a position approximately twelve to
fourteen feet north of the pit. The contractor asked Mr. Walden a question about the
transported borrow pit which is located northwest of test pit No. 6. Mr. Walden turned to
look at the tranported borrow pit which placed him in a position where he was facing
away from the gauge. Mr. Walden then heard a loud cracking sound and turned to see
the dozer running over the gauge.

The dozer operator had tried to drive between test pit No. 6 and the foundation spoil
stockpile located to the southeast. The front of the dozer actually made it past the gauge;
however, when the dozer turned to the left away from the test pit and gauge, the rear of
dozer swung around causing the right rear end of the tracks to run over the gauge.

Mr. Walden proceeded to flag down the dozer operator and follow emergency shut down
protocol as outlined in the company Quality Manual.



Mr. Walden asked the dozer operator why he drove through the area that he had just
moments before been warned to stay away from. The dozer operator said he thought he
could get past the equipment, but later recanted this admission and said he did not see the
equipment sitting there.

Mr. Walden cleared everyone away to a position approximately 100 feet from the
damaged gauge. Mr. Walden then called Mr. Eric Hodge- the Radiation Safety Officer
for Rozell Testing Laboratories, LLC to notify him of the accident. Mr. Walden then
moved his truck to a position northwest of test pit No. 6 to block area from construction
traffic. The contractor also moved his truck to block construction traffic.

While construction activity continued in other areas of the site, Mr. Walden maintained a
minimum 50 foot radius around gauge until the City of Springfield Fire Department
arrived. The contractors including Charles McMillin, Jeff Stehle and dozer operator were
still on-site with Mr. Walden at this time. The Fire Department tested the gauge and
determined there were no leaks. The Fire Department then placed the remains of the
gauge in the gauge storage case. Mr. Walden closed the case, locked it and transported it
to the company laboratory in Branson where he stored it in the lead lined storage cabinet.
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Incident Type- HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Alarm Level- 03

Report No.-FS-041214013469

Engine 11 arrived first on scene. Upon interviewing on site personnel they reported via

radio that the unit involved was a soil test unit and the primary source was cesium 137.

They reported that the test unit had been run over by a track loader and they were wanting

the unit checked with test equipment prior to transporting the unit off site. Once all

assigned units arrived on scene, B2 assumed command of the scene and also acted as safety

officer. FF Bjorge was assigned operations. Chief 2 observed the operation and Chief 5

worked as liaison/research officer. A hot zone was established 15 ft away from the source

all the way around the source and the cold zone was established 30 ft away from the source.

Tt was decided by resource from 3 sources that two entry teams would be used and that Turnout

gear and SCBA would be adequate protection for this operation. Initial entry team was to be

Dean Curtis and Jeff Prior and their backup would be Bruce Bjorge and Jon Vangorkom. The
entry team was equipped with a CDV-715 and a Ludlum. radiation detector and both were equipped

with personal dosimeters. Prior to entry background radiation readings were taken. Initial

entry into the hot zone was made at 1804 and measurements were taken and then they evacuated

the hot zone at 1808. They briefed command on initial readings on the instruments. It was
determined that initial settings on the instruments were too low and adjustments made. A

second entry into the hot zone was made by the initial entry team at 1815 and readings taken.

The team evacuated the hot zone at 1819 and the readings were relayed to command/research.

The readings were found to be within limits published for the testing unit provided by the

operating manual. The readings found were:
CDV715: 5 mili R per hour at the surface of the unit

Ludlum: 10 mill R per hour at the surface of the unit.

According to the information provided, readings should be less than 19 mili R per hour at the

case.

The unit was deemed safe to transport by command staff on scene. The backup crew consisting

of Bjorge/VanGorkor made entry into the scene at 1828 and moved the device from the ground to

the transportation box located in the back of a pickup truck. Once the unit was in the

closed transport box, reading were taken of the box and readings were .4-.5 mili R per hour

on all sides. The site where the unit was damaged was also checked and readings were at
background.

Do sieter readings were taken from 3 dosimeter used on scene

Prior Dosimeter: To--: dose 17.4 mili R per '-:=
Curtis Dosimeter: dose 20.3 mili R per t-our

Bjorge/Vanaorkom: Shared dosimeter Total dose 24.7 mili R per hour

Calibration Date for the Ludlum: 5-18-92

The owner was briefed on the findings and the IC terminated command and the incident.
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